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What I will know by the end of this topic:

The Earth is made up from tectonic plates which fit like a jigsaw on the 
Earth’s mantle.  

Earthquakes are caused when the earth’s tectonic plates suddenly move. 

Most earthquakes occur near the tectonic plate boundaries.  Earthquakes 
can cause lots of damage to roads, buildings and property.

A volcano is a very deep hole in the Earth’s top layer that can let out hot 
gasses, ash and lava.

Many volcanoes have long vents that go all the way down through the 
Earth’s first layer, the crust, to magma in between the crust and the 
mantle (the Earth’s second layer). It is so hot there that the rocks melt into 
liquid. 

There are three ways to describe a volcano and explain what it is doing –
active, erupting and dormant. 

Some volcanoes are underwater. 

Diagrams and maps

What I know already:
I can name and locate the world’s seven continents and five 

oceans.

I can use a junior atlas.

I can use contents and index pages within atlases.

I can recognise the world map as a flattened globe.

Key Vocabulary:
tremor – a little earthquake; a shake; quiver 

tectonic plates – The earth’s crust is made up of large areas called tectonic 

plates that join together.

epicentre- the point on the Earth's surface directly above the focus of an 

earthquake

crust – the Earth’s surface

mantle – The mantle is a layer within the Earth between the crust and the 

core. Magma comes from the mantle.

outer core – Iron and nickel. Mostly liquid with some rocky parts. 4000˚C.

inner core – Iron and nickel. Hottest layer at over 5000˚C.

magma –Extremely hot, liquid rock.

lava – Lava is molten rock that spews from an erupting volcano

active – An active volcano is a volcano which is either erupting or is likely to 
erupt in the future

erupt – To suddenly burst out causing lava to explode out of the earth’s surface.

dormant - Dormant volcanos are the volcanos that are quiet but might erupt 

again in the future.


